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Introduction: A major objective of the Mars 
Scout mission, Phoenix, is to characterize the present 
state of water in the martian environment, at a 
location where water may play a significant role in 
the present and past habitability of Mars [1]. Given 
the generally dry and cold climate of Mars today, any 
substantial amount of water is expected to occur in 
the form of ground ice within the regolith.  Indeed, 
the Mars Odyssey Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) 
has indicated abundant subsurface hydrogen and 
inferred ground ice at high latitudes in both 
hemispheres [2].  Therefore, the Phoenix mission will 
be targeted to land in the northern high latitudes 
(approximately 65o N - 72o N) where ground ice is 
expected to be abundantly available for analysis [1].   

Numerous lines of evidence can be employed to 
provide an indication of the presence or absence of 
shallow ground ice at the potential landing sites.  
Geomorphology, GRS data, and ground ice stability 
theory (based on thermophysical data) each 
contribute clues to an overall understanding of the 
distribution of ice.  Orbital observations provide 
information on regional scales (10s to 100s of km) 
and local scales (10s of m to km).  Understanding the 
behavior of ground ice at these scales is important for 
the selection of a Phoenix landing site.  
Understanding ground ice behavior at the scale of the 
lander and its work area (less than a few m) is of 
particular interest for primary mission operations.  
However, data at this scale is not presently available.  
While ground ice may be stable on a regional scale, 
local-scale slopes and changes in the physical 
characteristics of soils can result in significant 
variations in the distribution of ice.  Likewise, small 
surface heterogeneities at the landing site may cause 
undulations in the ice-table, presenting challenges (or 
opportunities) during excavation (Figure 1).  In the 
present work we address questions of ice-table depth 
and variability on all scales relevant to Phoenix, with 
particular emphasis on scales relevant to excavation.   

Ground Ice Stability:  In the current cold, dry 
martian environment, stable ground ice is in diffusive 
equilibrium with atmospheric water vapor.  The ice-
table is a sharp boundary separating dry and densely 
ice-cemented soil, which occurs at the depth where 
net sublimation balances net condensation on annual 
time scales or longer.  Temperatures in the  martian 
subsurface (and thus water vapor density in pore 
spaces) are controlled primarily by the 
thermophysical properties of surface and subsurface 
materials, which are variable at regional, local and 

lander scales.  At all scales, we simulate the thermal 
behavior of the martian surface and subsurface using 
a radiative-conductive model and determine the ice-
table depth assuming diffusive equilibrium.  We 
present maps of predicted ice-table depth on global 
and regional scales.  At local scales we examine the 
ice-table variability due to changes in bulk soil 
characteristics (thermal inertia and albedo) and other 
factors that influence the depth of ice (e.g., slope).  
Finally, at the scale of the lander and the area to be 
excavated, we explore the effects of meter- and 
decimeter-size hetereogeneities (e.g. rocks, variations 
in soil grain size and albedo) on the ice-table. 

 

 
Figure 1.  a.) Plan view of an idealized mixed 
surface containing rocks (dark grey), sandy soil 
(medium grey), and dust (light grey).  b.) Theoretical 
ice-table beneath the surface pictured in a.  The 
presence of small heterogeneities causes substantial 
undulations in the ice-table. 
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Results:   
Regional Variability:  Figure 2 shows a map of 

the theoretical ice-table depth for the northern 
hemisphere of Mars.  This map includes the effects of 
geographic variations in elevation, albedo, and 
thermal inertia on the subsurface temperatures and 
atmospheric humidity.  Within the 65oN - 72oN area 
targeted for landing, we predict ice-table depths of 
several cm, slightly shallower than the depths 
inferred for pure ice from GRS data, but not 
inconsistent with dirty ice. In addition, effects of 
rocks and surface slopes on ice-table topography help 
improve the consistency. 

Local Variability:  To evaluate the effects of 
local variability in surface characteristics, we 
examine the sensitivity of the ice table depth to 
albedo, thermal inertia, and local slope.  For lower 
albedo or higher thermal inertia soils the ice table can 
be deeper and conversely shallower for higher albedo 
and lower thermal inertia soils.  Equatorward facing 
slopes can also drive the ice table to deeper depths 
over poleward facing slopes.  

Lander-scale Variability: In general, the spatial 
scales relevant to ice stability are on the order of a 
few thermal skin depths – typically millimeters to 
meters.  Thus, at horizontal scales of a few meters, 
lateral heat conduction can affect ice stability 
significantly.  We investigated the three-dimensional 
behavior of the ice-table near cubic and cylindrical 
rocks and dust lenses surrounded by otherwise 
homogeneous soil.  We also investigated the effects 
of surface albedo variations and grouped rocks and 
dust lenses.  We find that these heterogeneities 
produce significant undulations/topography in the 
ice-table at horizontal length scales of a few meters.  
Near rocks, the ice-table is deeper than its 
equilibrium depth in homogeneous soil (Figure 3).  
Isolated lenses of low thermal inertia soil (i.e. dust) 
make the ice-table shallower in their vicinity.  
Decimeter-scale rocks produce a gross vertical 
deflection (10-30 cm) over a relatively small 
horizontal range (1-2 rock radii).  Comparably sized 
dust lenses produce a weak vertical deflection (1-3 
cm) over a more extended horizontal range (~ 8 lens 
radii).  Albedo variations slightly enhance the effects 
of dark rocks and bright dust.  In general, ice-table 
depth can vary by 10s of cm under mixed surfaces 
containing rocks, dust, and average soil poleward of 
60o N (Figure 1).  Thus, local depth variability at a 
potential Phoenix landing site may be significantly 
greater than the uncertainty in regional ice-table 
depths inferred from orbit.  Taking advantage of this 
variability may be a key factor in the success of the 
mission. 
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Figure 2.  A polar orthographic projection of the 
depth of the ice table assuming geographic variations 
in the properties of the surface and diffusive 
equilibrium with an atmosphere containing 20 pr um 
of atmospheric water.  This amount of water and the 
assumption of diffusive equilibrium are generally 
consistent with observations of epithermal neutrons 
[3].  Four candidate Phoenix landing site regions are 
indicated by boxes labeled A through D.  A fifth 
potential landing region is indicated by a capital E.  
Current plans call for the Phoenix lander to be 
targeted in Region B. 

 

 
Figure 3.  Rocks act as a heat source in the soil, 
forcing the equilibrium ice-table to greater depth in 
their vicinity.  Here, the solid line denotes the 
boundary of a cylindrical rock; dashed lines indicate 
the ice-table near rocks of various sizes.  The 
horizontal axis is normalized to facilitate comparison. 
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